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Chapter 2267 

“Mr. Chen, just ask what you want to know. There is nothing I don’t know 

about the Eight Great Secret Realms!” 

Hou Zhen said confidently as he walked out of the Ge family land. 

“Brother Hou, I don’t know what the rules of this secret realm conference are, 

and what kind of strength can the masters in this secret realm achieve?” 

David asked. 

“Mr. Chen, you can just call me a monkey, so you can get closer.” 

Hou Zhen smiled lightly, and then continued, “This secret realm conference 

has not been held for many years, this time to restart the secret realm 

conference, it should follow the spiritual energy of the mundane world. 

Recovery has something to do with it!” 

“The rules of the secret realm conference are very simple, that is, each secret 

realm sends ten disciples, and only the younger generation of disciples are 

required. At that time, there will be ten arenas, and they will compete in turns.” 

“If one person If you are defeated, you can choose another arena to fight, and 

the winning party will occupy the top of the arena!” 



“But if you are defeated three times in a row, this person will also be 

eliminated, and if a person can occupy the arena from the beginning At the 

end of an arena, that person will be included in the Billboard.” 

“The people who can be included in the Billboard are all gifted and invincible 

geniuses. So far, there are only five masters on the Billboard. List!” 

“The results of the competition are determined according to the number of 

final victories of each secret realm disciple, and three rankings will be divided, 

and the remaining five secret realms must take out resources and distribute 

them to the top three secret realms!” 

“As for the secret realm. I really don’t know what realm is the strongest among 

these eight secret realms, but I heard that Yao Shenghui, who is number one 

on the Billboard, should have reached the peak of the distraction realm now, 

right?” 

Hou Zhen introduced David very well. Fine, I’m afraid David won’t understand! 

“The peak of the distraction realm?” David was stunned for a moment. If the 

peak of the distraction realm was divided into warriors, it would beThe 

strength of the peak of the god of war, David is now the strength of the three 

realms of distraction, but it is not a problem to deal with the martial artist of 

the peak of the god of war! 

From this point of view, David can now compete against the top-ranked 

players, and this match is not as difficult as he imagined! 

Moreover, the people in this secret realm are not very high in cultivation 

realm! 

In fact, David didn’t know that he could basically fight across a large realm 

against the warriors of the secular world, but if he was a cultivator at the same 

time, David’s strength would not be able to cross such a large span! 



With David’s strength in the three realms of distraction, it is not a big problem 

to be able to fight against immortal cultivators who are distracted in the five 

realms, but if he also encounters the heaven’s favorite, talented immortal 

cultivator, David uses three realms against five realms. It takes some effort! 

David has always been fighting with those warriors in the secular world, and 

they are fighting by leaps and bounds, which makes David mistakenly think 

that he can do the same when facing immortal cultivators! 

“Mr. Chen don’t need to worry too much. For example, although Yao Shenghui 

is powerful, Mr. Chen may not meet him. After all, so many people are decided 

by lottery.” 

Hou Zhen thought that David was scared when he heard the peak of 

distraction. Well, so comforted! 

As everyone knows, David is not afraid, but secretly happy in his heart! 

The three of them walked and chatted, while David looked at the vast Gobi 

and couldn’t help but sighed, “Your secret realm of Fire Gate is so desolate, 

I’m afraid there are few resources, how do you cultivate? Can’t you cultivate 

slowly only by relying on the spiritual energy of heaven and earth? “ 

Mr. Chen doesn’t know, there are not many resources in the major secret 

realms, or else they would not cultivate endorsement families in the secular 

world. In addition to waiting for the recovery of spiritual energy, these 

endorsement families also collect resources and send them to the secret 

realm! “ 

However, with the recovery of spiritual energy, the secret realm of monsters 

that had been closed, it is estimated that it has also opened!” 

Hou Zhen sighed. 



Chapter 2268 

“The Secret Realm of Monster Beasts?” David was very surprised, how come 

there are still Secret Realms of Monster Beasts? 

“I know this!” Ge Yuhan heard this, and immediately said, “The Secret Realm of 

Monster Beasts used to be the resource area of the Eight Great Secret Realms. 

People from the Eight Great Secret Realms can go to the Secret Realm of 

Monster Beasts to hunt and kill monsters, but with the recovery of spiritual 

energy approaching, each In order to preserve the strength of the Great Secret 

Realm, they rarely go to the Secret Realm of Monster Beasts.” 

“The entrance to the Secret Realm of Monster Beasts was closed. I heard that 

it was restarted some time ago. I don’t know what happened to the Secret 

Realm of Monster Beasts. He has grown a lot too!” 

“I said two days ago to take a look, but my dad wouldn’t let me…” 

Chen Jing listened quietly, a look of shock in his eyes, he didn’t expect that 

there would be a special The mysterious realm of monsters for hunting in the 

eight secret realms! 

This is a bit like a hunting ground specially built by the royal family. At this 

time, the more David thinks about it, the more he feels that the people who 

created these eight secret realms are not simple, and these eight secret realms 

are not like refuges! 

“Monkey, where is this Monster Beast Secret Realm? Can I go and see it?” 

David became interested in the Monster Beast Secret Realm. A Secret Realm is 

full of monsters. What kind of spectacle is this! 

“This…” 

Hou Zhen frowned, his face showing embarrassment! 



On the other hand, Ge Yuhan was a little excited and said, “Okay, let’s go and 

see…” 

“Mr. Chen, my master said that the secret realm of monsters has been visited 

by people for so many years. It must be very dangerous to go there rashly 

now.” 

Hou Zhen He persuaded David. 

“Let’s just take a look. If there is any danger, just come back right away…” 

David didn’t plan to stay in the Monster Beast Secret Realm for a long time. 

After all, his current strength does not allow it. 

“Look at you coward, let’s teleport over, just take a look and come back, 

what’s the danger!” 

Ge Yuhan gave Hou Zhen a blank look at this moment! 

Seeing this, Hou Zhen gritted his teeth and said, “Okay, let’s go and have a 

look, we’ll be back soon…” 

After finishing speaking, Hou Zhen took David and Ge Yuhan towards a sand 

dune! 

Soon, David and the other three stood on the sand dune, and Hou Zhen read 

the magic formula, accompanied by a flash of white light, David only felt that 

his eyes were dark, and when he opened his eyes, he found that he was 

already in another place! 

“This… this is the teleportation array?” 

David asked in surprise. 

“Yes, there are many teleportation formations in each secret realm, but they 

are all disguised. The sand dune we were in is actually a teleportation 



formation. As long as you read the magic formula, you can go to the secret 

realm you want…” 

Hou Zhen said. . 

“Then can we also teleport to the secret realm of Thunder Gate?” 

David thought of his mother, who should be still in Zixiao Mansion at this 

time. 

“Of course, as long as the formula is slightly changed, it can be teleported to 

the secret realm of Thunder Gate. I don’t know what Mr. Chen is going to do 

in the secret realm of Thunder Gate? It is very dangerous to rush into other 

secret realms.” 

Hou Zhen asked. 

“Oh, nothing, I just asked casually!” 

David smiled lightly, then looked around, and found that in front of them was 

a majestic mountain range, continuous! 

There are dense jungles everywhere, and the roar of monsters from time to 

time comes from a distance! 

“Mr. Chen, this is the Monster Beast Mountain Range. I heard that in the 

depths of this mountain range, there is a Beast King sitting in town and 

commanding all the monster beasts. I don’t know if it is true.” 

Hou Zhen said. 

“Can we go up the mountain to have a look?” 

David looked at the Monster Beast Mountain Range, feeling the breath of the 

mountain range, and was a little excited! 



You must know that these monsters are all excellent cultivation resources. 

“Mr. Chen, we can only walk at the foot of the mountain, we must not go too 

deep, because after so many years, we don’t know how far those monsters 

have developed. If there is danger, we are afraid that we won’t even have a 

chance to call for help here! “ 

Hou Zhen reminded! 

 


